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verse one: 
At Miriam’s recital, the crowd shuffles in. 
They all take their seats. It’s time to begin. 
House lights go down as our girl takes the 
stage 
With uncommon poise for someone her age. 
 
verse two: 
Then Mr. Alvarado lets go of a sneeze 
That shoots something dreadful at one of the 
keys. 
Miriam watches it fly on its way 
And land on the first note that she wants to 
play. 
 
bridge one: 
Miriam suddenly needs to transpose 
Or risk touching something from Mr. A’s 
nose. 
One half step up—yeah, that should do the 
trick. 
She’ll work it out or she’s gonna be sick. 
 

bridge two: 
She’s made it this far, but she’s run out of 
luck. 
Due to vibrations, that thing’s come unstuck. 
And now it starts moving like something 
possessed, 
Putting young Miriam’s skill to the test. 
 
verse three: 
Since no one could decipher if what they 
just heard 
Was awful or awfully good, they all deferred 
To local art critic, Denise de Picard, 
Who cried, “She’s a genius—she’s so avant-
garde!” 
 
verse four: 
At Miriam’s recital, the crowd finally clears. 
Then at the piano, a figure appears. 
Armed with the hanky he’d forgotten to use, 
A mortified Mr. A wipes away Miriam’s 
muse. 

 
 
 
 
Key of D 
158 bpm 
Intro: 6/8 | D D/C# | D/B D/A | G D/F# | Em A | 
Verse: | D D/C# | D/B D/A | G D/F# | Em A | F#m B7 | Em Gm | D Bm | Em A | 
Verse 
Bridge: | C# | F#m | B | Em Em7/D | C | B7 | Em Em7/D | C Bdim7 | 
Modulate up ½ step 
Solo 1: | Eb Eb/D | Eb/C Eb/Bb | Ab Eb/G| Fm Bb | Gm C7 | Fm Abm | Eb Cm | Fm Bb Eb | 
Bridge 2: | D | Gm | C | Fm Fm7/Eb | C# | C7 | Fm Fm7/Eb | C# Cdim7 | 
Solo 2: [ Starting in key of Db, improvise around first solo melody with random key 
and tempo changes.] 
Verse (key of D) 
Verse 
Ending: | D G A | D || 


